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 Outline 
 
 Motivation 

 
 Classification models – basic concepts 

 
 Performance measures  

 
 Classifiers 

 Simple voting (ZeroR) 
 Simple classification rules (OneR) 
 Instance based classifiers (kNN) 
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 Motivation 
Reminder:  knowledge discovery workflow 
 
  

 

Data mining tasks: 
 Classification 
 Clustering 
 Regression 
 Association 
 Outlier detection 
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 Motivation 
Reminder:  examples of classification problems 
 
 Predicting tumor cells as benign or malignant (medical diagnosis) 

 
 Classifying credit card transactions as legitimate or fraudulent 

 
 Categorizing news stories as finance,  weather, entertainment, 

sports, etc  (document classification) 
 

 Classifying e-mails as spam or ham  (spam filtering) 
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 Motivation 
• Medical diagnosis = predict the presence/absence of an illness based on 

characteristics available in a health record 
 
Example of a data subset (breast-cancer-wisconsin  -   arff format – see Lab 1) 
@relation wisconsin-breast-cancer 
@attribute Clump_Thickness integer [1,10] 
@attribute Cell_Size_Uniformity integer [1,10] 
@attribute Cell_Shape_Uniformity integer [1,10] 
@attribute Marginal_Adhesion integer [1,10] 
@attribute Single_Epi_Cell_Size integer [1,10] 
@attribute Bare_Nuclei integer [1,10] 
@attribute Bland_Chromatin integer [1,10] 
@attribute Normal_Nucleoli integer [1,10] 
@attribute Mitoses integer [1,10] 
@attribute Class { benign, malignant} 
@data 
5,1,1,1,2,1,3,1,1,benign 
5,4,4,5,7,10,3,2,1,benign 
3,1,1,1,2,2,3,1,1,benign 
8,10,10,8,7,10,9,7,1,malignant 
1,1,1,1,2,10,3,1,1,benign 
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 Basic concepts 
What is known?   

 a collection of records for which it is known to which class they 
belong (labeled data set) 

 each record contains a set of attributes, one of the attributes is the 
class label 

 
What is desired? 

 a model  which captures the relationship between the class attribute 
and the other attributes (the model is inferred using a training set 
through a process which is called supervised learning/ training) 

 
Which is the final aim? 

 Use the inferred model to identify the right class for a previously 
unseen record 

 
Remarks:  
 a useful model should be accurate; the model accuracy can be estimated 

using the data which have not been used during the learning (test set)  
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 Basic concepts 
Learning/ induction/ inference = construct a model starting from data (and 

some apriori knowledge specific to the domain) 
Different ways of using data, models and knowledge:   
                                    induction vs deduction vs transduction  

Model 

Data Predicted output 

induction deduction 

transduction 

apriori knowledge 
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 Basic concepts 
Learning/ induction/ inference = construct a model starting from data (and 

some apriori knowledge specific to the domain) 
Different ways of using data, models and knowledge:   
                                    induction vs deduction vs transduction  

Model 
(classifier) 

          Data  Predicted output 

Induction 
(construction of the classifier 
through supervised learning) 

Deduction  
(application of the classifier  
to new data) 

Transduction 
(shortcut requiring 
human expertise) 

apriori knowledge 

(examples of labeled  
Instances) 
 

(class corresponding  
to a previously unseen 
data) 
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 Basic concepts 
Available information:   
• set of labeled data:   

– D={(x1,c1),(x2,c2),…, (xN,cN)} 
– Each xi  has n attributes (features) 
– The class label ci belongs to 

{1,2,…,K} 
 
 

Goal:   
 Based on data from D, design a 

classification model C such that   
 C can predict the class to which 

a new data x belongs  
 
 

Dataset D 

Training set  R 

Validation set V 

Testing set T 

Classification 
Model 

Classification 
Model 

Real data 

Classification 
Model 

Classifi- 
cation 

Answer 

Cross- 
validation 

Learning Testing Usage 
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 Classification models 
A classification model is a “mapping” between attributes and class labels 
 
Example of classification models: 
 Decision trees 
 Classification rules 
 Prototypes (exemplars) 
 Probabilistic models  
 Neural networks etc. 
The classification model should be: 
 Accurate: 

 Identify the right class  
 Compact / comprehensible 

 Easy to be understood/ interpreted by the user (it is preferable to 
not be a black box) 

 Efficient in the 
 Learning/training step 
 Classification step 
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 Classification models 
Example  
 
@relation wisconsin-breast-cancer 
@attribute Clump_Thickness integer [1,10] 
@attribute Cell_Size_Uniformity integer [1,10] 
@attribute Cell_Shape_Uniformity integer [1,10] 
@attribute Marginal_Adhesion integer [1,10] 
@attribute Single_Epi_Cell_Size integer [1,10] 
@attribute Bare_Nuclei integer [1,10] 
@attribute Bland_Chromatin integer [1,10] 
@attribute Normal_Nucleoli integer [1,10] 
@attribute Mitoses integer [1,10] 
@attribute Class { benign, malignant} 
@data 
5,1,1,1,2,1,3,1,1,benign 
5,4,4,5,7,10,3,2,1,benign 
3,1,1,1,2,2,3,1,1,benign 
8,10,10,8,7,10,9,7,1,malignant 
1,1,1,1,2,10,3,1,1,benign 
…. 
 
 

Simple classification rule: 
IF (Cell_Size_Uniformity< 3.5)   
  THEN benign  
  ELSE malignant 
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 Classification models 
Example  
 
@relation wisconsin-breast-cancer 
@attribute Clump_Thickness integer [1,10] 
@attribute Cell_Size_Uniformity integer [1,10] 
@attribute Cell_Shape_Uniformity integer [1,10] 
@attribute Marginal_Adhesion integer [1,10] 
@attribute Single_Epi_Cell_Size integer [1,10] 
@attribute Bare_Nuclei integer [1,10] 
@attribute Bland_Chromatin integer [1,10] 
@attribute Normal_Nucleoli integer [1,10] 
@attribute Mitoses integer [1,10] 
@attribute Class { benign, malignant} 
@data 
5,1,1,1,2,1,3,1,1,benign 
5,4,4,5,7,10,3,2,1,benign 
3,1,1,1,2,2,3,1,1,benign 
8,10,10,8,7,10,9,7,1,malignant 
1,1,1,1,2,10,3,1,1,benign 
…. 
 
 

Simple classification rule: 
IF (Cell_Size_Uniformity< 3.5)   
  THEN benign  
  ELSE malignant 
 
Question:  How good is this rule? 
 
 
 
 

In 92.7% of cases the classifier produced the right class 
How was  this value computed? 
How should it be interpreted? 
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 Classification models 
Example:  a more complex model (decision tree)  
 

 
Performance:  in 94.56% of cases the classifier produced the right class 
What about its readability? 
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 Performance measures 
Context:  let us consider a 2-classes problem 
 Class 1 – positive (e.g. malignant) 
 Class 2 – negative (e.g. benign) 
The simplest way to measure the performance is to analyze in how much cases the 
classifier provides the right answer – this information can be summarized in the so-
called confusion matrix 
 
Confusion matrix: 
      C1     C2         provided by the classifier 
C1 TP      FN 
C2 FP      TN 
    
true class 
TP = True Positive = nr of cases which are in C1 and are correctly classified in C1 
TN = True Negative = nr of cases which are in C2 and are correctly classified in C2 
FP = False Positive = nr of cases which are in C2 but are wrongly classified in C1 
FN = False Negative = nr of cases which are in C1 but are wrongly classified in C2 
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 Performance measures 
The case of K classes: 
 
 One can construct a confusion matrix for each class (the current class is 

considered the positive one and all the other classes are grouped into an 
aggregated negative class) 

 One can extend the confusion matrix to K classes by considering K rows and K 
columns 

 
Confusion matrix: 
      C1     C2  ...    Cj  … CK                      provided by the classifier 
C1  T1      F12 …   F1j … F1K 
C2  F21     T2  …   F2j … F2K                  Fij = nr of cases which should be classified 
 …      …    …    …                                        in Ci but are classified in C1j 
Ci   Fi1     Fi2         Fij       FiK 
…           …    …    … 
CK  FK1    FK2       F1Kj      TK 
   
true class 
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 Performance measures 
TP = True Positive = nr of cases which are in C1 and are correctly classified in C1 
TN = True Negative = nr of cases which are in C2 and are correctly classified in C2 
FP = False Positive = nr of cases which are in C2 but are wrongly classified in C1 
FN = False Negative = nr of cases which are in C1 but are wrongly classified in C2 
 
Accuracy = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN) = ratio of correctly classified data 
 
Sensitivity = TP/(TP+FN)     (TP rate or recall) 
 
Specificity = TN/ (TN+FP)   (TN rate),   1-specificity=FP/(TN+FP) = FP rate 
 
Precision = TP/(TP+FP)  
 
Remarks: 
 In all cases the value is in [0,1];  higher value suggest better performance 
 Sensitivity and specificity are frequently used in medical data analysis while 

precision and recall are used in information retrieval 
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 Performance measures 
TP = True Positive = nr of cases which are in C1 and are correctly classified in C1 
TN = True Negative = nr of cases which are in C2 and are correctly classified in C2 
FP = False Positive = nr of cases which are in C2 but are wrongly classified in C1 
FN = False Negative = nr of cases which are in C1 but are wrongly classified in C2 
 
In the context of information retrieval: 
 
Precision = TP/(TP+FP) = card(relevant and retrieved)/ card(retrieved) 
Recall = TP/(TP+FN) = card(relevant and retrieved)/ card(relevant) 
 
Both of them should be maximized;  an aggregated variant is their harmonic mean 
 
F-measure=2*precision*recall/(precision+recall) 
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 Performance measures 
TP = True Positive = nr of cases which are in C1 and are correctly classified in C1 
TN = True Negative = nr of cases which are in C2 and are correctly classified in C2 
FP = False Positive = nr of cases which are in C2 but are wrongly classified in C1 
FN = False Negative = nr of cases which are in C1 but are wrongly classified in C2 
 
Cost sensitive accuracy 
 In some cases (e.g. medical diagnosis) misclassifying the data belonging to 

one class may be more costly than misclassifying data belonging to the other 
class (e.g. missing a malignant case is more costly than missing a normal 
case) – in such cases the accuracy should take into account the cost 

 
 CostAccuracy=(cost1*n1*sensitivity+cost2*n2*specificity)/(cost1*n1+cost2*n2) 

 costi = cost of misclassifying data from Ci 

 ni = numer of data in Ci 
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 The simplest classifier 
Example:    
 
 let us consider the dataset “sick” from UCI Machine Learning 
 
 It contains records for 3772 patients, out of which: 

 231 are sick (class C1 – positive) 
 3541 are not sick (class C2 – negative) 
 

 We are interested in a classifier having an accuracy at least equal to 0.9 
(90%) for the available dataset 

 
 Which is the simplest classifier which satisfies this requirement? 
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 The simplest classifier 
Example:    
 
 let us consider the dataset “sick” from UCI Machine Learning 
 
 It contains records with 29 attributes for 3772 patients, out of which: 

 231 are sick (class C1 – positive) 
 3541 are not sick (class C2 – negative) 
 

 We are interested in a classifier having an accuracy at least equal to 0.9 
(90%) for the available dataset 

 
 Which is the simplest classifier which satisfy this requirement? 
 By considering the rule:  “disregarding the values of the attributes the 

class is C2 (negative)” we obtain that accuracy=3541/3772=0.94>0.9 
 

 Is this an appropriate classifier? Is such a classifier of any use? 
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 The simplest classifier 
 Is this an appropriate classifier? Is such a classifier of any use? 

 
 This is the so-called ZeroR classifier which uses only the distribution of 

data over classes and always returns the label of the most frequent 
class in the data set (it relies on a simple voting mechanism) 
 

 It is not appropriate as it will produce a wrong answer for all data in the 
less frequent classes 
 

 However it can be used to establish a lower bound for the accuracy of a 
classifier:  if another classifier behaves worse than ZeroR then it 
probably should not be taken into consideration 
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 Back to performance evaluation 
 Using the entire set of available data to construct the classifier is not 

a  wise approach, as the classifier could overfit the training data: 
 It produces good results for data used in the learning process 
 It behaves poorly for data not used in the learning process 
 

 A better approach is to split the available dataset in: 
 a training subset (used to construct the classifier) 
 a testing subset (used to estimate the performance) 

 
 There are different splitting strategies and variants for sampling data 

to be included in the training and testing subsets 
Remark:   
Besides testing subset,  another subset (validation subset) could be used 
in order to tune the parameter of the classifier 
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 Back to performance evaluation 
Splitting strategies: 
 
 Holdout 

 Reserve 2/3 for training and 1/3 for testing 
 

 Random subsampling 
 Repeated holdout (the performance is computed by averaging the 

results obtained for each repeat) 
 

 Cross validation 
 Split the dataset randomly into k disjoint subsets 
 k-fold: train on k-1 partitions, test on the remaining one 
 Leave-one-out:   k=n 

 
 Stratified sampling (useful in the case of unbalanced datasets)  

 oversampling vs undersampling 
 

 Bootstrap 
 Sampling with replacement 
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 Back to performance evaluation 
Cross validation 
 

• Partition data into k disjoint subsets 
• k-fold: train on k-1 partitions, test on the remaining one 

 
The overall performance is computed as the average of the performance 
measures computed in the k folds 
 
Remarks: 
 It is one of the most frequently used approach 
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 One step further from ZeroR 
Dataset: sick.arff,  29 attributes, 3772 instances (231 in class C1, 3541 in 
class C2), 2 classes 
 
ZeroR (always classify into the C2):  accuracy=0.94 
 
OneR:  construct classification rules which contains only one attribute in 
the left hand side 
Inferred rules (via Weka OneR): 
If  T3< 0.25 then C2 (negative) 
If T3 in [0.25, 0.35) then C1 (sick) 
If T3 in [0.35, 0.55) then C2 (negative) 
If T3 in [0.55, 1.15) then C1 (sick) 
If T3  >= 1.15 then C2 (negative) 
If T3 value is missing then C2 (negative)              Accuracy: 0.96  
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 OneR 
Main idea: find the attribute with the highest discriminative power and use it to 
define classification rules 
Remark: it is appropriate for attributes which take discrete values 
Algorithm: 
FOR each attribute Ai do 
  FOR each value vij of Ai construct  
           Rij : if Ai = vij then class Ck(i,j)  
                  (the majority class amongst the subset of instances having Ai = vij) 
           aggregate in a set of rules Ri corresponding to Ai  and compute  Erri 

                          (number of wrongly classified data) 

   ENDFOR 
ENDFOR 
Select the set of rules characterized by the smallest error 
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 OneR 
Example:  weather/play dataset 
 
Outlook:   err=4 
             sunny:  2 yes/ 3 no   ( no) 
             overcast: 4 yes/ 0 no ( yes) 
             rainy:  3 yes/2 no (yes) 
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 OneR 
Example:  weather/play dataset 
 
Outlook:   err=4 
             sunny:  2 yes/ 3 no   ( no) 
             overcast: 4 yes/ 0 no ( yes) 
             rainy:  3 yes/2 no (yes) 
Temperature:  err=5 
            hot: 2 yes/2 no  ( yes) 
            mild: 4 yes/2 no ( yes) 
            cool: 3 yes/ 1no ( yes) 
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 OneR 
Example:  weather/play dataset 
 
Outlook:   err=4 
             sunny:  2 yes/ 3 no   ( no) 
             overcast: 4 yes/ 0 no ( yes) 
             rainy:  3 yes/2 no (yes) 
Temperature:  err=5 
            hot: 2 yes/2 no  ( yes) 
            mild: 4 yes/2 no ( yes) 
            cool: 3 yes/ 1no ( yes) 
Humidity:  err=5 
            high:  4 yes/ 4 no  ( yes) 
            normal: 6 yes/ 1 no ( yes) 
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 OneR 
Example:  weather/play dataset 
 
Outlook:   err=4 
             sunny:  2 yes/ 3 no   ( no) 
             overcast: 4 yes/ 0 no ( yes) 
             rainy:  3 yes/2 no (yes) 
Temperature:  err=5 
            hot: 2 yes/2 no  ( yes) 
            mild: 4 yes/2 no ( yes) 
            cool: 3 yes/ 1no ( yes) 
Humidity:  err=5 
            high:  4 yes/ 4 no  ( yes) 
            normal: 6 yes/ 1 no ( yes) 
Windy:  err=5 
            true: 3 yes/3 no ( yes) 
            false: 6 yes/ 2 no ( yes) 
 
  
 

 
  

 

Rules:  weather/play dataset 
If outlook=sunny then “no” 
If outlook=overcast then “yes” 
If outlook=rainy then  “yes” 
       Accuracy (training set): 0.71 
        Accuracy (cross-validation): 0.43 (!!)  
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 OneR 
Example:  weather/play dataset 
 
Rules:  weather/play dataset 
If outlook=sunny then “no” 
If outlook=overcast then “yes” 
If outlook=rainy then  “yes” 
        
 
 
Classification step: 
• New day:  (outlook=rainy, temperature=cool, humidity=high, windy=false) 
• Answer:  Yes  
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 OneR 
Summary of OneR implementation 
 

 Construction of  the set of rules (training step) 
 Input:  training set (labelled data instances) 
 Output:  set of simple rules (all rules involve only one attribute 

– the same attribute in all rules) 
 Algorithm: search all attributes and corresponding values and 

select the attribute leading to the smallest classification error 
(see slide 26) 
 

 Using the set of rules (classification step) 
 Input:  set of rules,   new data instance 
 Output: class label 
 Algorithm: 

 Find the rule which match the input data 
 Return the class corresponding to the matching rule 
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 Instance based classifiers 
Main idea:  similar instances have similar class labels 
 
 The classification model consists of the examples from the training 

dataset 
 The training process consists only on storing training examples 

 
 The classification of a new data instance consists of: 

 Compute the similarities (or dissimilarities) between the new data 
instance and the examples in the training set and find the most 
similar examples 

 Choose the most frequent class from the set of the similar 
examples 

 Remarks: 
  Such classifiers are usually called “lazy” because the training step does 

not involve any effort (the entire computational effort is postponed for the 
classification step) 

 The most popular lazy classifiers are those based on the Nearest 
Neighbors 
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 Instance based classifiers 
kNN – k Nearest Neighbour 
 For each data to be classified: 

 Find the closest (most similar) k examples from the training dataset 
 Identify the most frequent class 

 
 

  

 
X X X

(a) 1-nearest neighbor (b) 2-nearest neighbor (c) 3-nearest neighbor

[Tan, Steinbach, Kumar; Introduction to Data Mining, slides,  2004] 
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 Instance based classifiers 
kNN – k Nearest Neighbour 
 
 For each data to be classified: 

 Find the closest (most similar) k examples from the training dataset 
 Identify the most frequent class 

 
The performance of kNN classifiers depend on: 
 The similarity/ dissimilarity (distance) measure 

 It depends on the attribute types and on the particularities of the 
problem 

 The value of k (the number of neighbors) 
 Simplest case:  k=1 (not very good in the case of noisy data) 
 

Remark: kNN induces a partition of the data space in regions;  the regions 
are not explicitly computed but are implicitly determined by the similarity 
measure (and the value of k) 
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 Instance based classifiers 
1NN = Nearest Neighbor with one closest neighbor (based on the normalized 

Euclidean distance) 
Illustration of the geometric boundaries. Dataset:  iris2D  (“petal length” and 

“petal width”).   
Plot:  Weka->Visualization->BoundaryVisualizer  
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 Instance based classifiers 
1NN = Nearest Neighbor with one closest neighbor (based on the normalized 

Euclidean distance) 
 
1NN induces a partitioning of the data space (e.g.  In 2D this corresponds to a 

Voronoi diagram)   
 

 
  

 

Remark: 
 
Each instance in the training 

dataset has associated a 
region containing all data 
which are in the 
neighborhood of that 
training instance 
 

  

 
[Tan, Steinbach, Kumar; Introduction to Data Mining, slides,  2004] 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Let us consider two entities (e.g. data vectors, time series etc)  A and B  
 
 A similarity measure S(A,B) is a number which is higher if A and B are 

more similar    
 A dissimilarity measure D(A,B) is a number which is higher if A and B 

are less similar (or more different) 
 
 
The choice of an appropriate measure depends on: 
 
 The type of attributes 
 The number of attributes 
 The distribution of data 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Numerical attributes 
 
Most popular dissimilarity measures: 
 
 Euclidean distance 
 Manhattan distance 

 
Remarks: 
 The Euclidean distance is 
     invariant with respect to 
     rotations 
 If not all attributes have the 
     same importance then weights    
     should be included in the   
     distance (e.g. wi(ai-bi)2 instead of      
     (ai-bi)2 )   
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The weights can be  estimated by using preprocessing methods; instead of  
using explicit weights the data can be normalized/ standardized 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Practical issues – dimensionality 

curse: 
 These distances lose their  
discriminative power as the 
size (n) increases =>  
for high-dimensional data the  
distance-based classifiers may  
be qualitatively ineffective 
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Aggarwal, Data Mining Textbook, 2015 
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Rmk:  as n is higher the distance  
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Practical issues – impact of data distribution 
 
Q:  Which is closer to the origin?  Point A or point B?  

 
 

 
 

  

 

Aggarwal, Data Mining Textbook, 2015 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Practical issues – impact of data distribution 
 
Q:  Which is closer to the origin?  Point A or point B? 
A:  The Euclidean distances d(O,A) and d(O,B) are equal.  However taking 
into account the data distribution A is more in agreement with the data 
distribution than B, thus it should be considered that A is “closer” to O than B 
New question:  how can be quantified the data distribution in the distance?      

 
 

 
 

  

 

Aggarwal, Data MiningTextbook, 2015 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Practical issues – impact of data distribution 
 
Q:  Is the distance between A and B smaller than the distance between B 
and C?  

 
 

 
 

  

 

Aggarwal, Data Mining Textbook, 2015 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Practical issues – impact of data distribution 
 
Q:  Is the distance between A and B smaller than the distance between B 
and C?  
A:  Yes, if we ignore the data distribution and we use the Euclidean distance 
 
However, the data distribution provides a context for the problem to be 
solved and in this context d(A,B)>d(B,C) 

 
 
 

 
 

  

 
Aggarwal, Data Mining Textbook, 2015 

Geodesic distance: 
 
 Construct a graph by using the points as 

nodes and by defining edges between 
nearest neighbors (each point is 
connected to its first k nearest neighbors) 

 Compute the distance between two points 
as the shortest path in the graph. 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Numerical attributes – similarity measure 
 
 Cosine measure:   sim(A,B)=ATB/(||A|| ||B||)    (scalar product between A 

and B divided by the product of the norms) 
 
Remark: 
 In the case of normalized data vectors (||A||=||B||=1)  the similarity 

between the vectors is maximal when the Euclidean distance between 
them is minimal: 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Nominal attributes  
 
Approach 1: Transformation of nominal attributes in numerical ones (by 
binarization) and use similarity/dissimilarity measures for binary vectors: 
 
 Dissimilarity:  Hamming distance = Manhattan distance:  dH(A,B)=dM(A,B) 

 
 Similarity: Jaccard coefficient 
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Remark:  SA and SB are the subsets of the global set of n attributes which 
correspond to the membership vectors A and B, respectively 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Nominal attributes  
 
Approach 2: Use local similarity measures (between attribute values) 
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 Similarity/ dissimilarity measures 
Mixed attributes:   the measures corresponding to numerical and nominal 

attributes should be aggregated (using specific weights) 
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Other types of data:    
 
• Strings (e.g. text or biological sequences) - use of the edit distance 
• Concepts (e.g. nodes in an ontology) – path-based distances in trees/ 

graphs 
• Graphs (e.g. social or biological networks) – amount of similar small 

structures (patterns)  
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 Nearest Neighbour:  choice of k 

The performance of kNN is sensitive to the number (k) of neighbours 
 
Extreme cases: 
 k=1  -  the classifier is not robust (errors in the dataset could mislead the 

classification result)  
 k=N  -  it is equivalent to ZeroR being based only on the distribution of 

the data in classes (the sensitivity of the classifier to the underlying data 
is lost) 

 
How to choose k? 
 Trial-and-error approach:  try different values and choose the one 

providing the best performance 
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 Nearest Neighbour:  computational cost 

The classification step requires the computation of N distances (or 
similarities) for a dataset with N elements and the selection of the 
smallest k distances   O(N+kN) 

 
When N is large this could be costly (as it should be done for each new data 

to classify) 
 
Possible approaches: 
 Create indexing data structures allowing to find the k nearest neighbours 

in an efficient way  
 Identify small clusters in the data set and replace each such cluster with 

a single prototype 
 Use instance (prototype) selection = select the most representative 

instances from the dataset (not easy to decide which ones are 
representative) 
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 Next lecture 
 

 Decision trees 
 Choice of the splitting attribute 
 ID3 
 C4.5 

 
 Classification rules 

 Covering algorithms 
 

 Naïve Bayes Classification 
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